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Learner’s Book
£12.99

January 2021

Boost eBook
£8.66 for 1-year 

access
January 2021

Workbook
£5.99

January 2021

Teacher’s Guide with 
Boost subscription

£150 for access until 
2026

January 2021

Stage 1 (ages 5–6) 9781510467897 9781510462816 9781510467941 9781510468108  

Stage 2 (ages 6–7) 9781510467903 9781510462854 9781510467958 9781510468115

Stage 3 (ages 7–8) 9781510467910 9781510467323 9781510467965 9781510468122 

Stage 4 (ages 8–9) 9781510467927 9781510467361 9781510467972 9781510468146

Stage 5 (ages 9–10) 9781510467934 9781510467408 9781510467989 9781510468153

Stage 6 (ages 10–11) 9781510468092 9781510467446 9781510467996 9781510468160

* Age ranges are for guidance only

Engage and inspire learners with an international and interconnected approach developed by experienced teachers 
and language specialists.

The series offers full coverage of the learning objectives for the Cambridge Primary English as a Second language curriculum 
framework (0057) from 2020 and is mapped to the Common European Framework of Reference. 

Support knowledge and 
understanding from the Learner’s 
Book with practical workbooks 
designed to challenge students to 
develop their learning further.

We’re here to help!
If we can help with questions, and to find out more, please contact us at international.sales@hoddereducation.com

To explore the entire series, visit www.hoddereducation.com/cambridgeprimary-worldenglish

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to gain 
endorsement for this forthcoming series.

Created with teachers and students in schools 
across the globe, Boost is the next generation 
in digital learning for schools, bringing quality 
content and new technology together in one 
interactive website.
The Cambridge Primary World English Teacher’s 
Guides include a print handbook and a 
subscription to Boost, where you will find a range 
of online resources to support your teaching.
● Confidently deliver the new curriculum 

framework: Expert author guidance on 
introducing new content, assessment ideas to 
check learner’s understanding and ideas for 

supporting and extending learners working at 
different levels.

● Develop key concepts and skills: Let learners 
see how their skills are developing with a range 
of activities and end-of-unit worksheets.

● Enrich learning: Character artwork taken 
from the Learner’s Books to be used front of 
class, audio recordings of the extracts in the 
Learner’s Books and flashcards with pictures 
and words based on the vocabulary covered.

Boost eBooks – interactive, 
engaging and completely 
flexible. Boost eBooks use 
the latest research and 
technologies to provide the 
very best learning experience 
for learners. They can be 
downloaded onto any device 
and used in the classroom, at 
home or on the move.
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Cambridge International copyright material in this publication is reproduced under licence and remains 
the intellectual property of Cambridge Assessment International Education.
Third-party websites and resources referred to in this publication have not been endorsed by Cambridge 
Assessment International Education.
Registered Cambridge International Schools benefit from high-quality programmes, assessments 
and a wide range of support so that teachers can effectively deliver Cambridge Primary. Visit www.
cambridgeinternational.org/primary to find out more.
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All about toysUnit 3

Hello! My name 
is Viti. Look at 
our playroom.

Hello! My name is 
Zara. We have a  
lot of toys.

Let’s talk

 Look at the picture. Point to the toys you know and say the names. 
Which toy do you like best?
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Listening and speaking

Listening and speaking
Toys

Talk about your toys.  
 Ask a friend about their toys. 

Let’s talk

I have got a lot 
of toys. Have you 
got a lot of toys?

No, I haven’t got  
a lot of toys. I 
have got two toys.

a ball

a toy cara spinning top

a kite

a puppet

Learn

a box of blocks

a doll’s house

a dinosaur

Here are some of the toys in Viti 
and Zara’s playroom.

Practise

Listen and point.

Yes, I have got 
a lot of toys.
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Unit 3: All about toys

Use of English
Prepositions of place

Practise

Read these sentences  
about where the toys are  
in the picture on page 4. 
Say true or false.

1 The three books are on  
the shelf.

2 The toy bus is under the 
robot. 

3 The duck is next to the doll. 
4 The yellow kite is in the box.
5 The doll is between the robot  

and the fish.

We can ask where something is. 

Learn

Where is my doll?

on
under

next to
in

between

Complete each sentence and 
write them in your notebook.

1 The fish is … the robot.
2 The duck is … the books.
3 The red ball is ... the bus 

and the books.
4 The dinosaur is … the  

toy box.
5 The bus is ... the doll.

next to under on

in between

Practise

Your doll is next 
to my robot.
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Listening and speaking

Listening and speaking
Our favourite toys

Learn

Practise

Look at Rosa, the doll. Listen.  
Point to the labels as you hear them. 
Read the labels. 

 body

 hair

 foot

 mouth

 eye

 nose

 face

 hand

 head 

This is my doll. Her name is 
Rosa. She is my favourite toy.
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Unit 3: All about toys

Look at each robot.  
Describe it with an adjective.

Practise

1 It has got blue eyes.
2 It has got … arms.   
3 It has got … legs.
4 It has got … eyes. 
5 It has got a … face. 

Learn

We can ask a question 
with What ...?

We can say what something 
looks like with an adjective.

My robot has got a 
red head and body. 

What does your 
robot look like?

Use of English
What does it look like?

Do you remember?

An adjective is a 
word that describes 
something. Colours are 
a type of adjective.

 big  small 

 happy sad 

 long  short 

 green

 blue 
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Use of English

Learn

We can describe something with more  
than one adjective. 

Try this

Play the game Guess the 
monster.
Play with a friend.
1 Draw three monsters.
2 Describe one monster.
3 Ask your friend to point  

to the right monster.
4 Now swap.

Listen. Match the words to the monster.  
Say the words in the right order.

Practise

   
  

It has got two small green ears.
It has got two short purple legs.
It has got six long blue feet.
It has got a big green nose. 
It has one big orange mouth.
It has two long red arms.
It has one big white eye.

 It has got one eye.  It has got one big eye. 

 It has got one big red eye!

Hint
Add the adjectives in this order.
Number Size Colour Noun
one big red eye
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Unit 3: All about toys

Letters and sounds
Vowel letters

Learn

These are vowel letters. 
 A a  E e  I i  O o  U u 

There is a vowel letter in every word. Each vowel letter has a short 
vowel sound:  

Write the vowel letters in your notebook.

Practise

Draw around your hand. Fill the hand with the vowel letters.

Practise

Listen, point and say.

 a  e  i  o  u

a
e i o

u

 hen

 van  fin

 box

 bus
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Letters and sounds

More sounds

Learn

Sometimes two letters make one sound.

Write the letters.

Practise

Draw a rocket and fill it with the letters ck.  
Draw a ship and fill it with the letters sh.

 duck  ship

 ck  sh

Listen and point to the two letters in each word that make  
one sound.

Practise

a duck a fish
a sock 
puppeta rocketa shell blocks

Practise

 Sort the words above into two sets.  
Draw a picture or write the words.

 words with ck

 words with sh
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Unit 3: All about toys

Reading into writing 

Listen and point to the words and pictures. 
Read the text with a friend. Say it together.

All about toys

What is this?

It is a swing. 
It’s a ping 
swing!

What is this?

It is a bus.  
It’s a little 
metal bus!

What is this?

It is a football. 
It’s a big 
football!

What is this?

It is a car. It’s 
a red box car!

What are these?

These are 
stilts. These 
are bamboo 
stick stilts!

What are these?

These are 
dolls. These 
are little dolls!

What are these?

These are 
spinning tops. 
These are fast 
spinning tops. 

What are these?

THESE 
ARE 

TOYS! 

Practise
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Reading into writing

✔   I can talk about toys and name parts of the body. 
✔  I can ask and answer questions.
✔   I can say simple sentences.
✔   I know that two letters can make one sound.

What can you do?

Challenge yourself!
Now write about your toys in your notebook.  
Draw pictures.

My toys
What is this?   It is a …
What is …?  …
What are these? These are …
What are …?     …
What are these? THESE ARE MY TOYS!

Read All about toys on page 12. Find these words.

Practise

 what  this  these  are  is
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